Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic People!

This is important and everyone must read this. From Christian-doomers, to Satanists who are advanced, this will solve in many issues in regards to what is going on with the enemy religions and what means what. In other words, I will translate their language for you, so you can see what heinous crimes they are pulling on the back of humanity.

Are you willing to wake up from the jewish Christian spell work? If yes, then read this until the end to grow completely disillusioned. If not, continue being a jewish slave under the button of Islam or any other (((Abrahamic))) program.

This is not a joke. Those who do not understand the depth of this CRIME against HUMANITY by the jews, are at the very least stupid and naïve, or purposefully neglecting the TRUTH.

You will then understand what is meant here. Keeping the WHOLE of humanity back in all levels.

After this knowledge, how can one still deny that "Christianity" is a "Non-jewish" thing, is either retardation, or willingly rejecting Truth because one is weak and cannot take it. In plain, one is good with being in jewish serfdom and ceasing to exist. One is very good in destroying humanity just because of his applied cancerous ignorance.

CHRISTIANITY IS NOTHING BUT OUR PAGAN PAST STOLEN, MISSHAPED, AND SOLD TO US AT THE PRICE OF JEWISH INTEREST- THE PRICE OF BEING ETERNALLY ENSLAVED TO THE JEWS. CHRISTIANITY IS NOTHING BUT A JEWISH PROGRAM TO (((PROMISE SAVING))) OF THE GENTILES FROM THE JEWS, THAT WAS CREATED BY THE JEWS, SO THAT JEWS CAN RULE FOREVER.

THE PRICE OF THE "DEBT" OF THE CULTURAL LOAN OF CHRISTIANITY, IS NATIONAL AND RACIAL, SOUL DEATH, DESTRUCTION AND DECAY.

AS WITH ALL OTHER JEWISH "DEBT" THE MONEY ARE OURS AND THEY HAVE BEEN PRODUCED BY US, TO BE SOLD TO US ON INTEREST WHERE THE JEW PROFITS.
THE SAME THING APPLIES TO CHRISTIANITY WHICH IS STOLEN, MISSHAPEN, AND JEWDIZED FAKE PAGANISM, BEYOND SALVAGING AS A CULTURE, COMPLETELY WORTHLESS TO ALL HUMAN BEINGS WHO BELIEVE IT, SOLD TO THE NAIVE GENTILE SLAVES LIKE A BAD LOAN THAT LEADS NOWHERE BUT TOTAL SPIRITUAL WASTING AND DEATH.

YOU PAY FOR WHAT WAS RIGHTFULLY GENTILE AND YOURS, WITH YOUR SOUL, LIFE AND HARD-EARNED MONEY! THE JEW LAUGHS!

IT'S OUR OWN KNOWLEDGE, MISSHAPEN AND MADE INTO A JEWISH FABLE THAT IS USELESS TO US, SOLD TO US AGAIN, FOR THE PRIZE OF ETERNAL OBEDIENCE TO THE JEWS.

So to get to the point quickly, the xian garbage texts are not "literal" [but they are treated as literal by the psychopathic jewish race, who materialize them into reality and this is one aspect of these criminal texts, and also the vegetable IQ believers of theirs], and they are stolen and perverted from prior spiritual texts which were real.

The enemy clergymen/those in high ranking have code words with which they talk to one another, so that the "Goyim" (deceived Gentiles) slaves cannot understand these concepts until deep-in with the bed with the Rabbis, which is what most xian high ranking pastors, ministers etc., long to become or even are in reality. One of the 144,000 elect jews in the Kingdom of the Rabbi Yashua, or Jewsus. They long to become a kike Even though they may not be one. So they terraform themselves through xianity to win one butt hair from the jewish "god" if they are good slaves.

After the systematic killing, wiping out, massive destruction, mass burning of cities, people, countries, cultures and races alike, the jews have imposed by deception and outright violence while hiding behind their slaves, programs who are cultural replacement and destroyers for their enemies. In this way, they stay forever in control.

To be frank, Even though this will be a disgusting statement, Christianity in all its forms, is NOTHING but the cultural/spiritual leftover of Jewish Excrement and Abrahamism, made into a culture since the White people due to jewish conquest remained CULTURE-LESS for CENTURIES. This excrement is of course in different forms in Islam, Jewdized and cucked Buddhism and the list goes endless.
The jews by machinating different forms of the same lie, cooking their own cultural excrement and applying it to their host civilizations, have attempted to keep it afloat for century after century. This way the Rabbinical Cultural and Moral Excrement in our civilizations thrives, survives, to the point now in this year of the space-time continuum, jews are rulers of the whole globe.

Sorry, but there is no lower thing to parallel this extreme crime and hoax. This is what it is in the most literal sense. People have been duped in worshiping jewish excrement. This is why the jews don't want the christian or muslim garbage for their own, as this was intended to be for “Goyim” (Spiritually Deceived Gentile) consumption, in all its forms and multitudes. THE MASTER AND THE SLAVE CANNOT HAVE THE SAME CULTURE - Period.

As all of us here know, there are two key factors. One key factor is that none of these texts belong, or ever belonged to the jews. They are stolen, corrupted beyond recognition, and perverted into a culture and weaponized to destroy the Goyim slaves with it. The second key factor is to recognize everything in its language and context.

THE JEWS ARE SPIRITUAL PSYCHOTIC CRIMINALS, and NOBODY on the PLANET or the HISTORY OF MANKIND has made such as HEINOUS crime against humanity. They stole the inheritance and knowledge of everyone and turned it into a jewish tormenting machine for the Soul. They *NEED* to be destroyed in all spiritual levels for this and never recover. Thousands of millions are going down the drain because of them and their primitive, reptilian goblinoid perception and insanity.

Even naïve clergymen and low-level pastors of the enemy are duped into doing anything else but what advances them, and when many figure out the hoax, they are left with two choices. Either turn to businessmen, or just keep going down this devout and ugly route, or just leave.

Mainly those who follow these lying and perverted teachings turn either psychotic or insane, or they are just willingly partaking in the jewish agenda of world domination, for a loaf of bread, a nice house, or for the profits of raping children without being discovered, because of course "God" the all-powerful decided to make up his "church" filled with Pedos. CHRISTIANITY IS NOTHING BUT A JEWISH PROGRAM DESIGNED FOR TWO PURPOSES:

1. INFILTRATING THE GOYIM SLAVES AND REPLACING THEIR CULTURE WITH USELESS JEWISH DRIVEL (This is for those who are "Cattle" and have zero spiritual knowledge, ie, 99,5% of the Gentile population) SO THAT PEOPLE
WILL SPIRITUALLY ROT, NEVER ADVANCE, AND BE EASY TARGETS TO BE FEASTED BY THE JEWS.

2. APPOINTING 0.05% OF WEAK, COWARDLY TRAITORS AS "SHABBOS GOYIM" (((SPIRITUAL LEADERS))) ON THE GOYIM, WHO WILL ALWAYS BE UNDER TEH COMPLETE CONTROL AND THUMB OF THE JEWS AND THE JUDAISM ROOT, SO THE JEWS CAN EXERCISE CONTROL FROM AFAR AS TO NOT BE IN IMMEDIATE DANGERS. (Also, amidst this 0.05% all jews thrive financially, spiritually, and in any other way, as most of the time jews constitute the "Christian heads" as well. [Look at the kike Pope.])

As to get to the point. The bible and anything in it can only be understood when one looks into the original manuscript.

To list them... There are many more that I can't really go into details for any of these, but this should unmask and destroy "Christianity" once and for all.

Now onward onto the "Translation" of these texts.

1. On the "ΕΛΕΟΣ" (Mercy) that literally means Oil, one needs this to keep their CANDLE going. The Candle is the SOUL. The Candlewick and the Candle are also the Serpent. In Greek this is ΚΑΝΤΙΛΙ (Can-dee-lee) and this literally means in a distorted form... Kundalini. Notice the phonetic tie into that one. If one's CANDLE goes out, one dies. This is why the obsession with lighting the candles, wax and the list goes. This is from the Aryan Vedic tradition, ripped off and stolen, Egypt etc. etc.

This relates to "Oil". This is the pranic breath that the Soul needs in order to exist, and also the elixir. "Oil" in the texts is what is required for the Serpent to exist within someone, and has nothing to do with sucking a jew's foot sole in order to have it. You just need to meditate on the spiritual elixirs. "Mercy" is the spiritual elixir.

2. Those who are to be SAVED will reach "ΣΩΤΗΡΙΑ" (So-tee-ree-a) which is literally, SOTER. SOTER is the other name of Osiris, which literally means Savior. Osiris himself is the same story as Jewsus, only not an obnoxious jew that will rule the planet with a rod of Iron and enslave "Goyim", but a real decent story of a spiritual grandmaster that, returning from the dead and the underworld, having defeated death, is carrying with him the "Light" or the "Saved". One needs to follow this example and be "Saved".
3. **Then we have the "Tabernacle".** If you pay attention to the bizarre things in the bible, that talk about Oxen, Tabernacles etc., in many places these are allegories. The "Tabernacles" of Israel are the physical bodies that house the astral bodies. This is why the Jewish "Tabernacle" must be in Israel (Israel will be explained on bullet 5).

4. **Cattle in the bible** literally means money and riches, and not always living animals. In some places it does, such as in the sacrifices to Jehova.

5. **The jewish made controversy between "israel" and "jews"** is the technical term of the jews who are on the high spiritual level compared to the rest (Israel, stolen from Isis, Ra, EL-Sun) and those lower (jews). They are all part of the "Chosen" and the "Master Race" of the jewish bible. Jews blame other jews in slang for being "Of the synagogue of Satan" if they are jews racially and they aren't spiritually advancing according to the Torah or the words of Rabbi Jewsus. As a forum member has stated before, "the synagogue of Satan" is nothing but a jew slang term the jews use on other jews who neglect the Torah, and is NOT an actual division.

6. **The "Cleaning of Sins" is nothing but a perverted and falsified version of the cleaning of Karma.** Every being has some sort of "Karma" and this comes with birth, and is natural. The jews of course in order to turn the 'Goyim' insane, and ensure only those knowledgeable in Judaism (the only occult knowledge of the times, since all Gentile ones have been obliterated), turned this into kissing the feet of the astral kike for forgiveness, while accepting the jews as creators of the freaking UNIVERSE. What "Cleaning your sins" is, is just cleaning the negative karmic imprints from within the soul, of the inheritances of one's lifetimes, and this is done through meditation which in itself is considered "Satanic" according to what the muhstard race of the jews has said it is to the Gentiles.

7. **The concept of "God" is a tricky one, as there are hundreds of words to describe "God" from the jewish bible (The original one).** On one accord, it can mean the literal alien allies of the jews. In the new testament, the Greek "ΘΕΟΣ" or "The-os" is stolen from Thoth, and is also a Greek title for God in general.

   Now when it comes to "God", there are many terms. "ELOHIM" means simply light, (EL) and also this is the part of the laws of nature that govern things. When jews want to talk about laws, they talk about "ELOHIM". When they want to talk of the benevolent part of the universe (beneficial) they talk of "ADONAI". "JEHOVA" or "JHVH" is to the jews nothing but the actual principle of the life
element, but it symbolizes Jewish life. The different names of "God" have also got to do with different things and notions or laws of nature.

The Jews also pretend that "God" (whom they say is a kike) is the strongest of all. Well, this is the Atman, which is "Above" all beings, but this is impersonal, and has nothing to do with Jews or any person or being individually. All risen beings can get into contact with "Atman", as part of their own self, which is the inner God. "God" is within, it's not some strange entity outside of here. The Demons (Our Pagan Gods) are above God as they have mastered this force, which God is- ie, the void of creation/destruction etc. There is no rivalry as our Gods are "God" and the same thing goes for the inferior aliens that the Jews are dealing with. As thus we have advanced, occult warfare.

**The correct term for God that we can really understand, is NATURE.** Everything in life is subject to natural laws who are imperative. As power grows one can bend them, or they fall subject to other laws. There is NO lawlessness-Nature must be complied to by anyone, or else lifeforms die off.

REMEMBER: All of this is in the Jewish concept, but based on stolen laws that were known to all Ancient people.

8. **Becoming one with "God" is the actual rising of the Serpent** (one must have no "sins", Karma must be abolished). This is the rising of the Serpent to the crown. This is stolen and in xianity means nothing whatsoever, but connection to some astral reptile or some Jew on a stick as to get your soul destroyed and controlled by them. This inserts the next point.

9. **The "Holy Spirit" is the actual Kundalini Serpent.** Those of the enemy who attempt to harness it have of course met with death and insanity, as this force belongs to Satan and has been vested in Humanity so that they can become Gods. "Saint George" is supposed to actually kill and destroy the dragon or the Serpent, and this is a strong subliminal of destroying completely the ability of mankind to become enlightened.

(Yay Goyim, let's worship Saint George! And channel energy to Rabbi Jesus, the Jewish Kundalini Serpent and mind collective wanna-be-incarnate-leader. Hoorayy!)

10. **The "Cross" is a tie-in symbol for the material plane.** As I have explained before, the cross is an actual cube if folded. The Nazarene kike overlord of the Jews is on the cube, and the Cubes are occultistically speaking, energy storages. The Gentiles drive their energy into this "Cube" which ties into the metaphysical cube, such as the Kaaba, and the "Tefillin" cube the Jews wear on their heads.
On the tefillin cube, the jews have the letter Shin, which deals with Creation. This they wear when they read the Torah. You can now figure out where the creative energy from prayer is finally going from this "Cube" thing. The cross as a symbol grossly, is the symbol of fixing energies to the head. This is an incomplete and corrupted symbol, that symbolizes evil, because its inharmonious.

11. The concept of "Prayer" is nothing but the attempt to use the occult means to affect reality. Channeling of psychic energy. This is openly admitted by Rabbis, while their Goyim Traitor counterparts pretend, they don't really know. Any mental activity, like, let's say, praying for Satanists to die as they do 24/7, is called "prayer" to mask it and mystify it for the abused Gentiles who unwillingly channel their energy into this vile crap.

12. The long family trees of the bible are nothing but subconscious tie-ins and terms of jewish Kabbalism. For instance, "Abraham" or "Abram" is nothing but a rip-off from the God Brahma, who is an incarnation of the highest level of consciousness. The jews want to pretend they are of this, to add value to themselves. Japeth is stolen from the Greek Iapetos, a Greek God and a concept of "Piercing". Piercing is associated with the divine pitchfork, which is a symbol of the pierced head by the Kundalini Serpent.

13. The concept of "Judgement" can be easily understood, as this is stolen and perverted from the Egyptian afterlife mythos. "Judgement from God" is not what the jews state, that some kike will descend from the heaven and wipe you out if you disobey scat-eating rabbis, but in fact, the "Judgement from God" is that Whether one has really advanced spiritually enough in order to survive in the afterlife. Not advancing means one will go to "hell" or suffer as a result, or even cease existing. Of course, the jews distorted this for reasons of FEAR and mass control, and wealth, to a slob story about how a rabbi will punish you if you misbehave towards kikes.

14. The "Men are born sinners" is a retarded conception meant to guilt trip the Goyim and make everyone neurotic, based on the Ancient Greek Orphic mysteries that basically state that man is really from the Atmic level, but unfortunately, we start on the crude matter and we must go higher. This is allegorical and it means to always memorize and remember one's real purpose and that you are a being with Soul, and that you must return to that level. It doesn't mean that a Jewish Tribal "God" named "Jehova" has power over you, or any other part of the crap story. Its just a natural fact.

15a. The "State of Fall" is inflicted by the jews and created by them through curses, and the jews blame the victim always, who are the Gentiles. This is
the fall from "Grace" or the state where one has a risen Kundalini Serpent. This is also a "natural" thing, and nobody deserves blame for it- people start from the physical matter and must ascend upwards. The Torah made sure this uprising would be IMPOSSIBLE for 99,9% of the human population, all of which who suffer as a consequence of that.

15b. Only the "Elect" will be "Ruptured to Heaven". Remember, the Jew Christ is nothing but a strong subliminal for the Kundalini Serpent Energy.

16. "Satan" in their texts represent the Heathens, the Gentiles, and also, the Kundalini Serpent of our Gentile people. The Jewish Kundalini Serpent is the Jesus character, that receives endless and copious amounts of energy from the enslaved Gentiles. SATANAMA in the East is the Serpent Raising Mantra, and also SATANAS which is the actual Name of Satan. This goes back to Sumer which is SATYAN (eternal Truth) only conceivable by the raising of the Serpentine Power.

17. Satan is the "Fallen from Grace" in that the Serpent has retreated, thanks to jewish curses, back to "Hell" or in the darkness, banished from the "Heavens" (7th Chakra). As thus "Satan" (Satyan - Eternal Truth) has been lost. The jews are sworn of course to "Crush Satan" and Banish him away from humanity forever, so they can rule over it as cattle with a rod of Iron, as Rabbi Jewsus states.

18. The same goes for the One Third of the "Fallen Angels" or our Gods, the Demons, who are an allegory for the female part of the Soul which is without light, and inactive, thanks to the fall of the Serpent. This is the source of all the "Demonic" Powers that the enemy has robbed from humanity. One third of the Soul is "God" (Shushumna, the Atmic principle), one third is the "Angels" (Pingala relating to Sun, EL) the active, masculine- the other part of the Soul (Ida, Moon, Female, "Dark") Has been "Banished", is not on light (in our consciousness or knowledge) and cannot come into activity, thanks to Jew-Hova (the jewish mind-hive and their alien counterparts) that keep Humanity bound and enslaved while pretending to the source of ultimate cosmic authority.

This extends further to signify the terms of war between our Gods (ET's) and those behind the jewish Agenda.

19. The overly complex biblical numbers. These have to do with Occult numbering, and carrying out occult operations. For example, 24 represents punishment to bring one to "terms with God". This is jewish drivel as all of you here know, the Bible is nothing but a text of Jewish Witchcraft, based on stolen
knowledge from Gentiles that was distorted by jews and nefarious alien entities, their "Gods".

20. The dates, celebrations etc., **all the celebration dates of the Catholic church, and all xian churches and sects**, all of their concepts, are stolen from Pagan religions and natural cycles of the cosmos. (23rd of December, Winter Solstice, All Saints Day (Halloween), Satan's Date stolen thousands of years after as the Christmas. Coincidentally Satan (SANTA) still survived in the tradition.)

21. "Fear of God" is **actually the negative aspect of energy in the creation/nature**. One must strongly "fear God" in order to cause the destructive things that "god" (nature) can do. The "love of God" that is turned into love for the Rabbi of BORG, is nothing but the ability to evoke and control the positive and beneficial influences of "God" or Nature, the creative aspect. "Love" is the ATTRACTIVE principle or energy, while FEAR is the REPELLING principle of energy magnetic poles.

22. The "Messiah" is the being that everyone can become by completing **the Magnum Opus, the savior of the "World"**, who paid their "Sins" and is now free to go to the "Heaven" or the Astral level. One is then "Raptured", goes to the heavens (Next dimension) and lives eternal life by becoming One with "God" or precisely, NATURE, the AETHERIC element that shrouds the whole of existence, the element of timelessness and eternity, Akasha. The physical body is also immortalized from this process if one carries out the Satanic process. Immortality, the Great Work of the Alchemists, the Magnum Opus.

**OF course these are both used as tools of control for the mindless and naïve Gentiles, who are taught to one hand fear the jews as their master, and then love them and send them their energy in a sadomasochistic galore.**

23. "Angels" are either messengers of "god" (the enemy ET's portray as "God" being an ultimate will) or code names for laws of nature like we would say in science **Gravity etc.** The names of the "Angels" also hide behind them laws of "nature" or basically, laws of the Torah, that the jews can use to ascend higher in their own teaching and existence. This is no different and is a copy of how for instance Jupiter or Zeus are actually many things at once. A real, living ET somewhere, a God, a messenger, but also a planet in the planetary system and a reason of nature etc.
I could go on, and on.

These should suffice to everyone who desires to wake up.

The jews have committed the most heinous and the greatest spiritual crime that ever existed in the history of existence against non-jews. This is why all Gentiles intrinsically hate them. Hate is not misplaced- they enslaved humanity in the soul and material level for no reason whatsoever.

They are the reason of the metaphysical death and decay of humanity, but not only this, but the rotting of the afterlife for humanity.

The soul as thus is incomplete and can only be destroyed by the natural laws of the cosmos which imply that those who do not meditate, wither away spiritually and cease to exist. The jews exterminate humanity massively on a collective level.

This accursed race of criminals needs to be spiritually obliterated and destroyed, fully and completely in all spiritual levels, manifesting inevitably in their spiritual destruction in all levels. As above, so below. We accomplish this by SPIRITUAL WARFARE as far as *WE* are concerned.
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